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What We Produce: PHA 
  PHA Polyhydroxyalkanoate is a polymer of the polyester family. It was 

isolated and characterized in 1925. To this day, it is considered to be 
the best polymer in the world.  

  Today plastics and synthetic polymers are produced mainly from 
hydrocarbons (oil). Given that these do not degrade, they pollute the 
environment. With the industrial production of PHAs, we can create a 
biodegradable plastic.  

  Over the past ten years (2000-2010) other companies have attempted 
to produce PHAs on an industrial scale. Since the material was very 
expensive to produce, the results were poor.  

  Bio-on’s strength is the ability to produce highly pure PHAs at a 
competitive price with comparable mechanical features to PP, PE, PET, 
HDPE, LDPE. 
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The “white disc” represent the organic polymer minerv PHAs obtained from sugar beet.  
These elements are the result of increased bacteria nourished by the juices of beet (waste 
molasses). The next step is the process of recovery (recovery of PHAs) are retrieved 
when Polyhydroxyalkanoate PHAs and separated from the rest of the organic material  
of the cell. All waste material (in small quantity) is re-entered in the initial production cycle 
in order to feed new bacterial colonies together with the beet intermediate juices. 

PHA 

Polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA), a linear polyester naturally  
occurring as a result of bacterial fermentation of sugar. This 
family can bring together more than 100 differing monomers  
to produce materials whose properties vary very greatly. 

Thermoplastic or elastomeric materials can be created with  
melting points ranging from 40 to more than 180°C.  
MINERV-PHA is a high-performance PHA biopolymer.  
MINERV-PHA is endowed with optimal thermal properties.  
Production needs which range from -10°C to a +180°C can be  
met through characterization.  
This product is particularly suitable for injection and extrusion  
methods for the production of objects. It takes the place of highly  
pollutant materials such as PET, PP, PE, HDPE and LDPE. 
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From beet 
or sugar cane… 

Intermediate waste juice 
or molasses 

What we use to produce PHA 
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Natural 
Bacterial fermentation 

How we produce PHA 
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How we obtain PHA 

…from the PHA 
powder 

extracted from 
bacteria… 

…to PHA pellet for either 
Injection or extrusion… 
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PHAs applications 
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Minerv PHAs (Bio-on) is certified with the  
prestigious acknowledgment of its total  
and natural biodegradability in water. 
Bio-on is the first company in the world  
producing PHAs to get this important  
Certification year 2008. 

“PHA PLASTIC HAS PRACTICALLY THE SAME FEATURES  
AS FOSSIL-FUEL PLASTICS, BUT WITH THE IMMENSE  
ADVANTAGE OF BEING THE ONLY NATURAL PLASTIC  
TO BE COMPLETELY BIODEGRADABLE.  
A HUGE REVOLUTION” 

Natural biodegradability in water 
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Agricultural “waste” Material Food Material 
GMO free 

NO chemical solvent 
Low energy use 

IP & Engineering company Manufactory units 
Low production costs High production costs 

Heavy energy use 
Heavy chemical solvent use 

GMO 

High logistics costs 
Slow time to market 

GMO Ww territory problem  
NO licensing  

(*) Assuming a standard end user price per Kg. using the exclusive 
method Bio-on to extract the polymer have costs equal to 7%, 
while with the methods known today,  
which use large amounts of traditional chemistry, the cost is 70%. 

Fast time to market 

New Best bio polymers  
standard 

PHA competitor 
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Bio-on leader innovation PHAs know how 
Themes and plus, that enhance and differentiate the proposal by Bio-on: 
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Bio-on Labs PHAs first characterization (from 2008) 

Guy Cicognani (left) CFO Bio-on and  
Dr. Begotti(right) Chief Project Development. 

HQ COPROB Italy view. 

Italy Labs internal view. 

Italy Labs internal view. 
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Bio-on industrial study plant production PHAs (from 2009) 
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Bio-on industrial study plant production PHAs (from 2009) 
Production scale up: overview. 
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Bio-on 1st Industrial PHAs production plant (from 2012)  

MINERV PHAs production in  
ITALY. Dimension 10.000 mq. 
10.000 tons/year PHAs production  
from sugar beet waste. 

Executive Project: 1st production plant 
Eco Building, No pollution. 
New Modular concept. 
“The same PHAs Building  
around the World”. 

ITALY 
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Bio-on 1st Industrial PHAs production plant (from 2012)  

2012 first industrial plant production PHAs from sugar beet waste 
Production, Labs, Office, Handling. 

ITALY 
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Bio-on 1st Industrial PHAs production plant (from 2012)  

2012 first industrial plant production PHAs from sugar beet waste 
Production, Labs, Office, Handling. 

ITALY 
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Bio-on World Wide PHAs leadership, 6 plant (2012-2017)  

2012-2017 Europe industrial plant production PHAs from sugar beet 
6 Production, Labs, Office, Handling. 60.000 TONS/YEAR PROD. 
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Bio-on & Techint Ww Construction PARTNERSHIP 
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•  Number of projects realized:                                          
more than 150 EPC plants in the last 15 years. 

•  Number of countries where Techint worked: 38 
•  Number of permanent employees and supervisors: 850 
•  Engineering capacity: over 900.000 man hours/year 

 Annual Revenues: US$ 22 billion 
 Permanent Employees: 55,000 

Techint Group: 



Bio-on & Techint Ww Construction PARTNERSHIP 
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•  Tenaris: Leading supplier of tubes and related  services 
•  Ternium: Leading manufacturer of finished steel products 
•  Techint E&C: EPC services on a global basis 
•  Tenova: Worldwide supplier of advanced technologies, products,  

and services for the metal and mining industries 
•  Tecpetrol: Oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) company 
•  Humanitas: Promotes, implements and manages health care 

services  



Bio-on & Techint Ww Construction PARTNERSHIP 
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10000 TONS YEAR plant production PHAs from sugar beet 
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Today plastics and synthetic polymers
are produced mainly from hydrocarbons (oil). 
Given that these do not degrade, they pollute 
the environment. With the industrial 
production of PHAs, made by Bio-on 
we can create a 100% biodegradable 
plastic. PHA Polyhydroxyalkanoate 
is a polymer of the polyester family. 
It was isolated and characterized in 1925. 
To this day, it is considered to be the 
best polymer in the world. 



The “white disc” represent the organic 
polymer minerv PHAs obtained from sugar 
beet. These elements are the result of 
increased bacteria nourished by the juices 
of beet (waste molasses). The next step 
is  the process of recovery (recovery of PHAs) 
are retrieved when Polyhydroxyalkanoate 
PHAs and separated from the rest 
of the organic material of the cell. 
All waste material (in small quantity) 
is re-entered in the initial production cycle.



The PHAs bio polymer is obtained from 
agricultural waste. We use molasses, 
beet juices and sugar cane. 
We do not use any food nor cereals. 
All our waste is OGM free. We do not 
genetically modify any of the bacteria 
we use for production.  The Bio-on process 
perfectly reproduces a natural process. 
Future chemistry mankind’s friend.



The natural bacteria selection used 
by Bio-on and the agricultural waste 
(molasses) are digested inside a fermenter 
in a few dozen hours. 
The bacteria build up PHAs, a reserve 
of energy. This is how the natural Bio-on 
polyester is created. It’s completely natural 
and it has the same features as the main 
oil-based plastics. 



After the fermentation the PHAs are 
extracted. The bio polymer is extracted 
without any organic solvents, fully 
respecting nature and without polluting. 
Bio-on is the only company in the 
world that has set up an industrial 
process without any organic solvents, 
respecting nature. 



Once the PHAs (microscopic white balls) 
are extracted, they are dried. We then 
get a white dust and the polymer is ready 
to be either used or further processed. 
The first totally natural bio plastic 
comes to life.
The remaining organic matter is used 
for a new fermentation cycle and used 
as food for new bacteria. 
Nothing is wasted.



Once obtained, the bio polymer dust 
can be extruded to make the pellet. 
This bio polymer granule is the most 
commonly used one and it is utilized 
with all transformers. 
The PHAs bio polymer by Bio-on can be 
used to create objects by injection or 
extrusion, replacing most plastics made 
from oil used till now such as PC, PE, 
PET, PP, HADPE, LDPE and more…



Bio-on and FLOS are proud to present 
the first product in the world made entirely 
of PHAs bio plastic, naturally 100% 
biodegradable in water. To test this 
revolutionary material for the first time we 
chose Miss Sissi, the lamp Philippe 
Starck designed for FLOS in 1991 that later 
became an icon in the lighting design. 



The creativity, experience and widespread 
presence of FLOS meet the innovation 
of Bio-on, exclusive owner of the 
necessary technology to produce PHAs 
bio plastic. So far the lamp has been 
produced in polycarbonate, one of the 
most common plastics used in this industry. 
Miss Sissi is now presented with the new 
bio plastic developed by Bio-on.



Minerv PHAs (Bio-on) is certified with 
the prestigious acknowledgment of its 
total and natural biodegradability in water 
and soil. Bio-on is the first company in the 
world producing PHAs to get this important 
Certification year 2008. All other plastics are 
only biodegradable in soil (compost) and 
not naturally. Biodegradability is obtained 
through mechanical handling and requires 
constant temperature. PHAs, is 100% 
biodegradable both in soil and water, 
fresh and sea water.



Thanks to the low environmental impact 
of the PHAs production by Bio-on, we wanted 
to design a production method as sustainable 
and environmental-friendly as possible. 
A large, low-cost project that increases the 
value of space for people, the used materials 
and the environmental impact. The modular 
structure is expandable and can be built 
all over the world. The design foresees 
an increasable PHAs production capacity 
of 10.000 tons/year.
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